# ITS Major Initiatives FY22-Q1-Q2

## Academic and Faculty Support
- LOCUS Enhancements (5)
- Customer Relationship Management System Evaluation for SON
- Stritch School of Medicine Portfolio (4)
- Review and Evaluate Proposed Research Administration Solutions
- Faculty Administration Re-Architecture Strategy-FARS (5)

## Administrative Initiatives
- COVID-19 Related Projects (5)
- Lawson/Kronos Enhancements (2)
- Space and Asset Mgmt System - Phase II
- Automate HSC parking/ID processes
- Replacement of ECSI SALNet (Flywire)
- Data Governance & Integrity
- Arrupe Commencement Data Collection
- Dispatch & Incident Tracking Upgrade (ARMS 2020)

## Student Technology Support
- EAB Navigate Phase II
- LOCUS Fluid Deployment
- Student Mentoring (PeopleGrove)
- Enterprise Learning Hub – Phases 3 & 4
- Enterprise Texting (Cadence)
- Course Catalog and Curriculum Software

## Infrastructure
- Campus Construction Initiatives (9)
- Information Security Program (6)
- IT Disaster Recovery (5)
- LDE Foundation: Collaboration and Security (2)
- Replacement of LUC’s Storage Area Network

## Continuous Service Development
- Advancement CRM RFP
- LDE Transformation: Digital Assistant/Chatbots (6)
- LDE Consumable Experience (5)
- Business Intelligence/Data Warehouse (7)
- Enterprise Content Management (4)
- Learning Analytics - Phase 3
- Travel Mgmt. Services (Egencia) (2)
- Athletic Ticketing replacement for Neulion (Audienceview)
- HSC WebCheckout Organization Center

## Research Computing Services
- Natural Language Processing (NLP) to Enhance Computable Phenotyping
- HashMap technology to support high-performance NLP
- PCORI CAPriCORN 2020 Refresh
- Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) Data Mapping for CTSA/ITM